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However, like any organizational tool, the strategic planning process has received a lot The definition of the case was
grounded on three basic premises : the . by the strategic planning process is of paramount importance to facilitate the
social . depth and interchangeability), behavior (standardization, formalization and.

As also exposed by Hrebiniak , the authors describe that based on a sequential model, organizations decide the
strategy and subsequently, analyze how they will adapt organizational settings, with the organizational
structure among these. Leaders use code of ethics to determine discipline procedures and acceptable behaviour
for all workers in organisation. In fact, the Code Cooccurrence Table, a report generated by the Atlas. Many
organisational behaviour projects are available online. The course-of-action development stage is the
generative stage of the planning process, 1 in which alternative sufficing plans are generated to accomplish the
mission and take the unit from its current to its goal state. Managers should have the learning skills in order to
see career progression with the company. Army by an extensive collection of field manuals, augmented by a
broad array of training material and formal courses. Improved Communications-Communication is key for any
organization to run efficiently. IBM organises 15 days training management program every year. In
organizations that use strategic planning process, such as the MPSC, it is common for the control and the
evaluation to result from the monitoring of the implementation of formulated actions in the process. An
Introduction to Organizational Behavior In Business An Introduction to Organizational Behavior In Business
There are numerous factors and schools of thought that can affect a business' operations, both negatively and
positively. This is true for all echelons, with the complexity of the planning process increasing with echelon
and time available. Sloan Management Review,  Analysis After measurement, the manager has to do an
analysis of the behaviour which requires the modification. Thus, we suggested exploring the details of the
relationship between the strategic planning process with the communication and the leadership, as well as
other organizational factors that may hinder or facilitate the implementation of strategic planning, such as
innovation. There's almost a balancing act that keeps all of a business' elements properly in place; skew the
balance and one element can overshadow the others. Planning strongly reflects the resource context. Although
it is not set by topics, the main activities developed in each stage are detailed in this chapter. Creating
Competitive Advantages Planning helps organizations get a realistic view of their current strengths and
weaknesses relative to major competitors. This phenomenon tends to change the grouping of the Institution,
because the division can extrapolate the functional form and boost the grouping focused on a product or even
target market, which sets greater potential for flexibility. Morals and Ethics They are the principles concerned
with group, individual and organisation. Nature of organisation Organisations include different types of
activities to achieve organisational goals and objectives. Even the most diverse group cannot properly function
together if there isn't a level base for them to work upon. At higher levels, the operation may take days, and
planning for it may take weeks to months. And the organizational structure consists of a series of widely
discussed indicators in the literature MINTZBERG; QUINN, ; GHOSHAL; GRATTON, ; HALL, ;
MINTZBERG, and that make up the three sub-dimensions conceived by Volberda , namely: basic
organizational form: grouping, hierarchical levels and functionalization; planning and control system:
regulation of objectives and priority setting, internal programming planning and progress tracking and
evaluation; regulatory processes: the task amplitude, depth and interchangeability , behavior standardization,
formalization and training and education , mutual adjustments contact devices and horizontal decentralization
and decision making delegation and participation. Ethics can be a tricky element for the business' leader s and
management to deal with on their own and the concept of organizational behavior can provide some much
needed assistance to keep things in check. Different types of management practices can in turn generate
different types of organizational behavior and will undoubtedly affect the business' policies. Theory of
Multiple Intelligence According to Gardener We can improve education by addressing the intelligence of our
students. On the other hand, from the moment that this new unit enters another hierarchical level, it can limit
the speed of the decision-making flow and delay the process of strategic implementation, primarily due to
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centralization of the decision-making process. The authors concluded that the structure influenced the strategic
planning process, since most of the decisions are made by individuals comprising the senior management, just
as it was influenced, in view of creating a department that is solely responsible for the strategic issues of the
organization. When an organisation builds a strong connection with the customer, an organisation will get an
idea about the customer needs. Courses of action are then scripted out in more detail, showing through a
synchronization matrix the anticipated temporal sequence of subordinate, support, and enemy unit activities.


